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The Program has the following major sessions including an initial keynote speech, presentation and discussion of submitted papers:

A – COP26 and New Challenges for SPP
B – Sustainable Design and Construction Procurement
C – SPP Using New procedures of Directives 2014
D – ICT Sustainable and Innovative Procurement
E – Food and Catering SPP
F – Value Based Healthcare and SPP
G – Marketplaces and SMARTCITY for SPP
H – Doctoral Dissertations, Programs and Opportunities

A selection of papers presented in the Conference will be published by a Special Issue of the EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT MARKETS
Open source double blind refereeing Journal devoted to the Interdisciplinary Study of Public Markets

Calendar and Registration

Submission of abstracts until 06/04/22; Decision on acceptance: 12/04/22; Early Registration until 15/04/22: 295 euros; Other Registration Fee: 395 euros

Registration should be completed by filling up the form available through www.opet.pt and payment by bank transfer to BPI BANK (IBAN - PT50 0010 0000 3765 6350 0016 0 | SWIFT/BIC CODE – BBPIPTPL)

E-mail: eupublicmarkets@gmail.com
Website: www.eupublicmarkets.com

Institutional Support